
Harmonia Water 

 (Har-mo-nee-ya)

Harmonia Water is made in a proprietary process that was Divinely guided. It is a catalyst and a tool 
to assist mankind in the elevation of consciousness and healing the mind and body.

Harmonia Water:

 Carries liquid crystals programmed with high frequencies of coherent light

 Stimulates expanded awareness and intuition

 Allows more coherent light into your cells and energy field

 Increases your vibrational frequency

 Enhances your ability to connect to higher frequencies of coherent light and your Source

 Promotes physical, emotional, mental and spiritual balance

 Increases harmony between Spirit and the physical body

 Helps restore the flow of coherent light to and through your body

 Supports transformation from physical to spiritual

First and foremost, Harmonia Water is a tool and catalyst for “spiritual growth” through the high 
frequency liquid coherent light crystals contained in it. However, the physical body will also greatly 
benefit from its use.

Harmonia Water aids the healing of illness and imbalance through the coherent Light received when 
drinking the water. Diseases cannot exist where this is coherent light within the physical body. The 
more “Coherent Light” you bring into your body, the more harmony, balance, vitality, and physical 
well being you will experience.

Light:

There is just one thing in this universe… Light, the still light of all knowing, the one light which is God.

-Walter Russell ‘THE DIVINE ILIAD’

Directions:



Mix ½ cup of Harmonia Water into 4 liters (1 gallon approx.) of reverse osmosis purified water. Follow
your intuition to guide you with increasing the dosage from half a cup, as needed. If possible, drink at 
least 1-1-2 liters of this water mixture per day.
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Twenty-first century chemicals and pollution have been so thoroughly incorporated into our food, 
water, and air supplies that the body has great difficulty eliminating them. The toxic levels within your
body continue to build up. When the body was designed, these man-made toxic substances did not 
exist. They have a tendency to lodge themselves in the cells, and only the right application of 
homeopathic and vibrational remedies* is able to eliminate them. Do what you can to ingest into your
bodies only the purest type of water (ie. Harmonia Coherent Light Water), the purest types of liquids 
and foods. When you do not feel emotionally balanced, your physical body does not feel well either. 

                                                                                           Master Hilarion

*Harmonia Water is a vibrational remedy.


